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ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD 
MEETING MINUTES 

Mayfield Village 
September 9, 2010 

 
The Architectural Review Board met in regular session on Thursday, September 9, 2010 

at 7:35 p.m. at the Mayfield Village Civic Center, Main Conference Room. Chairman Ron 
Dinardo presided.  
 
ROLL CALL 
 
Present: Mr. Ron Dinardo  Chairman 

Mr. Ivo Tombazzi 
Mrs. Mary Ann Wervey 
 

Absent:  Mr. Joshua Klein  Chairman Pro Tem 
Mr. Carmen Miozzi  

 
Also Present: Mr. John Marrelli  Building Commissioner 
  Ms. Deborah Garbo  Secretary 
   

Lt. Mike Girbino  Fire Marshall  
Mr. John Folkman  Director of Business Services 
Ms. Sonia Brule   Center School Principal 

   
 
CONSIDERATION OF MEETING MINUTES:   August 26, 2010  
 
Mr. Tombazzi, seconded by Mrs. Wervey made a motion to approve the meeting minutes of 
August 26, 2010.    
 
ROLL CALL 
Ayes: Mr. Dinardo, Mr. Tombazzi, Mrs. Wervey   
Nays: None    Motion Carried. 

   Minutes Approved as Written.  
 
PROPOSAL 
 
1. Addition Revisions Mayfield Center School  
     6625 Wilson Mills Rd. 
     T.D.A. Architecture   
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Presentation by T.D.A. Architecture 

 
Mayfield Center School  

Addition Revisions  
T.D.A. Architecture 

 
Chairman Dinardo called the meeting to order. Michael, you were with us last meeting, please 
go ahead and present your modifications.  
 

Plan Re-Submission 
 
Michael Herpy, TDA Architecture thanks John for getting them on the schedule this evening. 
I’d like to start where we left off last meeting. Hand outs: 

1. Meeting Minutes by TDA – ARB 8/26/10  
2. Meeting Minutes – Center Staff presentation & Teacher input 9/1/10 
3. Color rendering 11 x 17 plans “Items to address”  

 
Memorial Stone; We were asked to determine a place of a memorial stone. We discussed this 
with Sonia & John. Our plan is to put it in the newly designed garden. We will re-dedicate it, 
re-locate it. We’re trying to create a nice protected space, a nice sanctuary.   
 
New Trees; Given the fact our multi-purpose room is going to invade that garden space to the 
north of the building where there are a few existing trees, our intention is to remove the trees 
that are required to build that building and put in new trees to offset.  
 
Fire Suppression; Michael Girbino asked us to verify type of fire suppression; NFPA-13 or a 
limited area suppression and to verify need for a hydrant. I think it’s going to be NFPA13 as 
well as bringing a line in from SOM Ctr Rd. We are coordinating details in terms of exactly 
where placement will be. Intention is to fully sprinkler new addition and provide a hydrant 
which will be within 75’ of that addition.  
 
Precast vs. Brick; You asked us to re-study the bldg elevations, you requested more brick and 
less precast. I think this was the biggest concern from last time. We’ve taken the level of brick 
and raised that by 2’ all around the entire perimeter.  
 
Metal Panels; Your concern was that the metal panels at the rear service area would get dinged 
up and dented. We changed that to brick. Color will match roof, dark bronze. 
 
Projection Screen; Concern was raised about projection screen in multi-purpose room in how 
we deal with light. We’re doing automatic roller shades over the large glass and we’ll control 
skylights with automatic roller shades as well. So we’ll have the ability to control light as we 
need to.  
 
Glass at Corridor Connection; We’ve increased the amount of glass per your request.  
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Site Plan; Michael orients Board to existing trees, staff parking to remain, 2 new landscaped 
gardens, connector piece to multi-purpose room that will access playground, proposed new 
trees to create same environment that was there, delivery area with metal panel roof and brick 
for a more durable surface, provisional location for new fire hydrant, new site lighting.  
 
Michael Herpy asked if any questions.    
 

Shed 
Mr. Marrelli asked about the shed.  
 
Michael Herpy said the existing shed is on a concrete foundation, fairly old, and shingles are 
pretty worn. Rather than moving it and trying to salvage it, probably be cheaper in the end to 
just build a new shed, and demolish old.   
 
Mr. Marrelli asked how they’ll compliment the building with the shed. Will you be able to see 
it?  
 
Jeff Henderson, TDA Architecture said yes, you’ll see it.  
 
Michael Herpy said at the moment, it’s not entirely designed. Option one is to buy a kit to 
match what’s there. Other option would be to match brick walls of School, a little nicer, simple 
utilitarian storage shed, no windows. We’re getting pricing. Highest will be 10’, won’t be an 
eyesore.  

Trash Enclosure  
 

Chairman Dinardo asked where the trash will be and if it’s an open enclosure.  
 
Michael Herpy shows area of current trash unit, custodial room here, corridor that connects to 
existing servery. Trash brought out here, truck comes, and trash is put in. Intention is to not 
make it all that different. We can put it next to the hydrant on the corner, keeping it where it is 
or bring it up by the storage shed. We haven’t finalized the location but we’re trying to keep the 
same operation.  
 
Chairman Dinardo doesn’t think putting it by the hydrant is a good idea. Chairman asked Mr. 
Marrelli about code for trash receptacles. Mr. Marrelli said they’re supposed to be enclosed.  
 
Chairman Dinardo asked if there’s a way to incorporate that into the shed design. It needs to be 
screened. I think we need to look at this. If we’re going to spend $2 million dollars, we don’t 
want a trash receptacle out there. It appears to be in a good spot. It’s been working for many 
years.  
 
Note:  Mr. Marrelli to give final approval on trash receptacle on final drawings.  
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Siamese Connection 
 
Chairman Dinardo addressed Lt. Girbino, your fire truck has to pull up next to that. I don’t 
think you want to pull up next to a burning building and connect it to a Siamese connection.  
 
Lt. Girbino said it’s not uncommon to have a Siamese connection right on the building. Often 
times it’s piped right into the riser. An example is the Shell Station set up, across the street. It’s 
not uncommon. It’s difficult to tell the detail here. When we see the final submittal and take 
dimensions, we may have to end up moving the hydrant or we may not.   
 

HVAC Units 
 
Chairman Dinardo said there are rooftop units you’re putting on the existing building to take 
care of some of the remodeling you’re doing internally. Where are you going to place the 
exterior condenser units?  
 
Michael Herpy said we’re in conversation with Frank Sever, head of Building Maintenance for 
the District. Plan is to put a condensing unit to the back side of the building on that concrete 
pad, far away as possible from the classrooms for the noise. We’ll have a ceiling mounted unit 
within the servery. No exterior duct work. It’ll be a combination unit, ceiling mount.   
 
Chairman Dinardo commends TDA for the changes and taking into account a spot for the 
memorial. I think you’ve addressed all our concerns on the site plan.  
 

Elevations 
 

Chairman Dinardo said I see you have feedback from the Faculty. It was great you engaged 
them, fantastic. Let’s continue with your elevations. 
 
Michael Herpy said per your request, the desire was for more brick, walking Board through 
NE, SE & NW elevations. One request was from Robin Smeal, District Food Service Director 
who said the workers would like some natural light. We’ll provide windows for light. We 
raised the brick height entirely 2’ from this 1967 Dalton edition precast and the metal panel 
here.  
 
Michael continued, connector here, we had only one window in our previous elevation. We 
doubled the size of that. Our current plan for a fire wall is here, in that corridor and the 
building, within 4’ we have to have a one hour rated wall. As the students come through the 
corridor, they have a little bit of light, no windows. Then as they get into the multi-purpose 
room, it opens up into a very large & expansive space.  
 
Michael said from the multi-purpose room, the actual floor elevation matches the elevation in 
the existing building, all flat surface and then 18” up to the playground area. In terms of tree 
replacement, Michael demonstrates area that both smaller & taller trees will be provided.  
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Michael moves on to existing exit by the 1967 portion that wraps up from the lower level floor, 
up to a higher one. Our ramp starts 5’ out from those doors. Garden spaces are here, seating 
places here where students can sit in a relaxing space during recess hours, engage in non-active 
play.  
 
Michael said one concern from last meeting was the view from the second story classroom, 
how that might be seen from the multi-purpose room. This image depicts looking out the 
window, how you still have a good amount of sky that’s shown, you can see the skylights.  
Without any penetrations on the roof, we’re just looking at a normal standing seam roof. It’s a 
bit nicer visually for Students & Teachers. Within the multi-purpose room, we have skylights 
illuminating natural daylight. We have daylight sensors in that space which will help the 
District in terms of Utility bills.  
 
Michael Herpy opens for questions or comments.  
 
 
OPEN DISCUSSION 
 
Chairman Dinardo said I noticed you moved the door over to accommodate restroom request 
from faculty, very clever.  

Elevations 
Precast / Metal / Brick 

 
Chairman Dinardo has questions on A-400 Elevation. Last time, Members brought up concern 
about the precast panels. This is a difficult addition. From Architect to Architect it’s all about 
the detail. Here is more of a modern approach to a classical type School building. We have to 
pay attention to the details to tie it in. The Architect that designed the 2nd addition did a decent 
job. I think here, we need to look at having less precast shown. I wonder if we can show more 
metal panel and less precast. It’ll save money, metal panel being less costly than precast. 
Maybe we can show some of the precast, but then take the metal roofing material and come 
down, using the same materials, just less. I’m trying to soften it. No where in the rest of the 
School is there that much precast. Is there any overhang to the brick? What happens in this 
parapet where the roof is sloping down and this parapet wall comes up? Am I going to see 
black flashing? Am I going to see metal siding?  
 
Chairman said one of the Faculty had a concern with precast leaking. T.D.A.’s response: 
“Detailing of precast is critical; old portions didn’t use precast as veneer, but rather as integral 
member of moisture protection system, which caused issue”. 
 
Jeff Henderson addresses Chairman’s questions on wall section plan.  
 
Chairman sketches options on plan to minimize precast.  
 
Jeff Henderson commented, now you have a lot of metal which also doesn’t exist now.  
 
Chairman is looking for a compromise.  
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Mr. Marrelli suggests less precast and a metal band. Chairman added you may have an 
overhang at this point that helps with any leaking issues.  
 
Jeff Henderson comments on the leaking issue; they infilled the tees with something and over 
time that created a gap in there and the waters got in there. It’s a different condition. 
 
Michael Herpy states, with all due respect Ron, I do agree, it’s all about detail. The era of that 
addition was 1967. Our intention to match stems from Brutalist Architecture as opposed to 
Myers which is very much about extensive periods of exposed concrete, precast. From our 
history side of things, I feel it’s fine to have a lot of precast exposed. I do see both arguments.  
 
Jeff Henderson said we’re extending that roof and adding precast to it, one way to reduce 
precast would be to re-detail that to bring that edge down.  
 
Chairman Dinardo asked, what are the dimensions? What are the proportions that would 
compliment the existing structure?  
 
Mr. Marrelli asked what the tallest precast section is. Chairman states it varies.  
 
Chairman feels there has to be some proportional dimension that we can figure to split the 
difference. It’s hard and I’m sure you went through several variations.  
 
Jeff Henderson said stone, precast or concrete is typically thought of as a more substantial 
material. Metal was always thought of as secondary, in terms of perception. Now we’re 
switching to make it more metal, I associate the metal siding detail with more of an industrial 
building. I think it’s critical not to overdue the metal. Cost wise it’s probably a trade off in 
terms of labor. Labor’s less on precast.  
 
Jeff continues, one of the interesting things about school buildings for me is the different kind 
of uses. The classroom has a certain use and a certain aesthetic. A gymnasium is a whole 
different thing. Music rooms are different. Here, we’re creating a space that doesn’t exist in the 
building. If we were doing a classroom addition, then I would say yes, we want to be careful 
what we do, we want to be in that realm in terms of what a classroom looks like. But we’re 
creating a multi-purpose space, a public space which is not like any space in the building 
currently. In essence, we thought it could express itself in a different way. We are using the 
same materials, intent is to match brick. Yes, there may be more stone here, but in a sense 
maybe it deserves a little bit more substantiality. 
 
Mr. Marrelli asked, are you trying to make it it’s own character? 
 
Jeff Henderson replied, not by taking it way out there. It’s playing with the same kind of 
things happening in the existing building. This is a public space. We thought it deserves a little 
different expression in terms of making it look like a special place, like it is.  
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Mrs. Wervey feels the goal of the Architectural Review Committee is to try to have the 
addition look like it belongs, and not to look like an afterthought. That’s what Ron is very good 
at doing.  
 
Jeff Henderson feels there are ways to make that happen. A literal translation of what you 
have there certainly is a way to go but not the only way to make a building feel like it’s part of 
the rest. Certainly materials are a big part of that. The idea of proportion is a good one to make 
that work. My other point is that it is a different space that does not exist on the building now, it 
can be expressed in some way and I don’t think this is screaming out at you.  
 
Chairman Dinardo said it is a different space, you bring up valid points, but when you’re 
outside on that playground for different functions, socials, etc., they are looking at this building 
from the outside. They don’t know what’s going on inside. Only some may know it’s a multi-
purpose room. Human beings will look at this as a whole. They will ask “Does this fit?” It’s 
human nature, Architect or not. It’s the 5 second perception. We need to compromise on how 
much precast we use. I don’t have an issue using it, but I don’t want it 9’ tall on one end and 
sloping down to 2’.  
 
Jeff Henderson said precast is a very versatile material. An idea would be to change the 
texture.  
 
Mr. Marrelli said this room has 10’ ceilings. Your precast panel would be the size of that wall 
minus moldings. The texture change, breaking up that material might be a good idea.  
 
Chairman Dinardo thinks there needs to be some depth, something that creates a shadow line.  
 
Jeff Henderson brings up an idea, what if we flip flop it? What if we created the metal band 
below it, had that as a horizontal thing that ran above the brick but below the precast? Again, I 
don’t think these subtle changes make this addition look totally out of place.  
 
Mr. Marrelli states the materials match right, you’re good on that. Now it’s a matter of killing 
that expanse of blankness.  
 
Chairman Dinardo said right now the brick is at 14’ all the way around. If we raise that brick to 
15’ 4”, we’ll get to a point where we’ll have less precast. I don’t agree with the option of two 
textures. Can we score the precast? 
 
Jeff Henderson replied, absolutely.  
 
Discussion ensued with proportion options, in an attempt to avoid just a flat panel, attempting 
to come up with a compromise between Applicant & Committee.  
 
Chairman Dinardo said I understand you guys are under the gun to get this going. We don’t 
want to stop the process, but yet we need to address exactly what we’re agreeing to here. When 
are you going out to bid? 
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Jeff Henderson replied, out to bid in November.  
 
Chairman Dinardo suggests a special meeting. You guys did a great job fitting this in. It’s not 
easy. I have to commend you. This business is subjective. I think we can work together on a 
solution. Chairman looks to Members for comment on precast portion. 
 
Mr. Tombazzi would go brick all the way. 
 
Mrs. Wervey suggests the Board comment on each elevation. We’re satisfied with the 
materials, we’re not satisfied with the proportions, and that’s what this all boils down to.  
 
Chairman Dinardo suggests sitting on this and coming back.   
 

General Review  
 
Chairman Dinardo asked if the aluminum color on gutters & downspouts coming off the back 
of the service area will be the same as the roofing. Jeff confirmed it will be.  
 
Chairman asked if the aluminum metal louvers are a direct result of the HVAC, and will the 
color match the brick? Jeff confirmed they’ll match.    
 
Chairman said windows don’t show as open. Jeff confirmed, they’re not operable, they’re just 
to let light in.    
 
Chairman said as we connect into the existing building, there is a detail, a stone piece, I’d like 
to see that turn the corner and connect for that 8 or 9 feet, maybe that’s your point where your 
operable window is, and then it becomes a fixed window. I think that would be a neat feature.  
 
Chairman asked if window glass is tinted.  
 
Sonia Brule, Principal Center School replied the new ones have some sort of glaze to reflect 
the sun, not colored. Jeff confirmed glass will match.  
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Chairman concludes, we have to determine what we’re doing on these elevations with the 
precast, metal & brick.  
 
Jeff Henderson made comment that a lot of things have been thrown out, and wants to explore 
some ideas. We can generate something pretty quick.   
 
Chairman Dinardo said overall I think this is great. It looks like you got great comments back 
from the Faculty. They were probably happy to interject and feel part of the process.  
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Proposal TABLED. 

• Applicant to return with revision Drawings as discussed.  
• Schedule Special meeting Sept 16th @ 7:00 p.m. 

 
 
Chairman Dinardo asked if they’re going out to bid for a CM.  
 
John Folkman, Director of Business Services Mayfield Schools confirmed they already have a 
CM. 
 
Chairman Dinardo asked if the District is allowed to approach design-build. It could save the 
taxpayers money.   
 
John Folkman replied from a District standpoint he doesn’t believe they are allowed. This is 
Ohio, every political subdivision is different. If we could do it, we would. CM’s can’t hold 
contracts and we can’t design-build.  
 
 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
There being no further business, Mrs. Wervey, seconded by Mr. Tombazzi made a motion to 
adjourn the meeting.  
 
ROLL CALL 
Ayes: All    
Nays: None   Motion Carried.     
    Meeting adjourned at 8:40 p.m.   
 
 
_________________________________ 
Chairman       
       ________________________________    
       Secretary 
 


